
Coding and Robotics Learning Hub For Students 



Software and 
Robotics Training 

 Advanced Robotics Lab 

 Python programming  

 Scratch Programming  

 Game Development  

 C/C++ Programming  

 After school Coding  

 Arduino and Electronic Circuits 

Age: 10 to 21 Yrs. 

Duration : 2 Weeks 



 



Duck Hunt Game Development 
Duck Hunt, Classic video game !The purpose here is to shoot the duck and score a number of points. 
Students have to design and develop each actions, events, Sound effects, scores ,etc using scratch 
programming blocks .  



Flappy Bird Game Development 
It is incredibly easy and fun to create the highly popular mobile game flappy bird. Students will 
learn all the techniques and programming concepts to develop and test this game by their own 



PacMan Game Development 

One of the most loved game PacMan!  Use the Arrow Keys to navigate. Collect all the pellets. Once 
you collect them all, you finish the level. 



Hungry Snake Game Development 
Move with arrow keys and eat the food to earn points. Game is over when you crash on the walls or when 
you crash on your body. This helps students to work in collaboration, critical thinking , design aspects of 
the project and Implementation.  



 



Python Programming Examples  
Coding is a fundamental skill that children need to learn so they can lead this movement. Coding 
allows kids to be creative. Computer Programming Skills are so important that every child needs to 
know the basics to excel in our rapidly changing world. 
 



Python Programming Examples  

“Turtle” is a python feature like a drawing board, which lets you command a turtle to 
draw all over it! Students can code and Create amazing drawings using Python code 



Python Programming Examples  

Python Turtle Graphics is one of the cool ways to draw amazing artworks with Python. 



 



Build Circuits 
The mini projects are designed to be very helpful for students building their own circuits which 
consists of LEDs , Buttons, Arduino board and a small battery . This increases student’s focus, 
Creativity and  they will come to know about the basics of electronic circuits.  



  
 Arduino Projects 
 Arduino boards are able to read inputs - light on a sensor, a finger on a button, and turn it into an 
output - activating a motor, turning on a LED, publishing something online. Students will learn how 
to interface LEDs, Sensors, Displays , motors and program them  



Arduino IDE 
 Arduino IDE is the place where all the programming will happen. upload the sketch (program) to 
the Arduino and tell it what to do.   



Working with Displays , Motors and sensors using Arduino 
Students can use the online Circuit simulation software to simulate the code they have 
written and then they can build the circuits and test it .  



 



Lego Mindstorm EV3 Kit for Robotics 
Robotics for kids is a hands-on and fun way for kids to learn STEM concepts by letting them make 
their own robots. Robotics is a branch of technology that deals with the making, programming, 
and designing of robots 



Robotics with Different Sensors 
Students will learn to interface various sensor such as colour sensor, infrared sensor, touch sensor, etc 
to robot and build an application which solves a specific problem. Students will explore different 
sensors, their application use case and try to use them to build creative applications.  



Robot Modeling using Software 
We Also teach Students to build their own robot using Robot Modeling Software. This software helps 
to create their own design using Just a computer. Later they can re create this model using Lego 
robotic kit .  



Robot Modeling using Software 

The robot created using modeling software can be tested by writing program to them  and even 
it can be imported to virtual software to test the behaviour .  



Robotics Programming using Blocks 

The Robots are programmed using the Lego EV3 Programming Blocks. These blocks help student to 
turn on, turn off the motors, activate the sensor, read from the sensor, enable actuators , move the 
robot etc.  


